Background: We aimed to evaluate the unenhanced MRI of the breast (UE-MRI) as an effective substitute for dynamic contrast-enhanced breast MRI (DCE-MRI) in both detecting and characterizing breast lesions. We enrolled in our retrospective study 125 females (232 breasts, as 18 patients had unilateral mastectomy) with breast mass at MRI of variable pathologies. Routine DCE-MRI protocol of the breast was conducted. We compared the conventional unenhanced images including STIR, T2, and DWIs to the DCE-MRI by two blinded radiologists, to detect and characterize breast lesions, and then we compared their results with the final reference diagnoses supplied by the histopathology or serial negative follow-ups. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and diagnostic accuracy for UE-MRI and DCE-MRI were calculated. UE-MRI results of each observer were also compared with DCE-MRI. Results: The calculated UE-MRI sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and diagnostic accuracy for the first observer were 95%, 80%, 83%, 94%, and 89% respectively, and for the second observer, they were 94%, 79%, 81%, 93%, and 86%. On the other hand, those for the DCE-MRI by the first observer were 98%, 82%, 84%, 98%, and 90% and were 97%, 81%, 84%, 97%, and 89% by the second observer. The intraobserver agreement between the UE-MRI and DCE-MRI results of each observer was 94% and 95%, while the interobserver agreement for each section was 97.4% for UE-MRI and 98.3% for DCE-MRI.
Background
Proper evaluation of breast lesions is crucial for early detection and management planning of breast cancer. Imaging using mammography and ultrasound (US) (despite their well-known limitations) remains the primary standard modality for assessment of breast pathologies or for screening of high-risk group [1] . Nevertheless, MRI has proven its superior sensitivity and has established its indication in the daily practice scenarios such as mammographically occult lesions in dense breasts, discrepancy in size (mammography/ultrasound/clinical), suspected multifocal disease, lobular carcinomas, prior primary chemotherapy treatment, assessment of breast implant integrity, and follow-up of response of treatment [2, 3] . Lesion categorization with The Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) is a widely accepted method and is applied for use with mammography, breast US, and MRI as well. It aims to pick up the morphologically suspicious lesions to justify the referral for biopsy; in spite of this, around 70-80% of breast biopsies reveal benign conditions. This is mainly attributed to biopsies of low risk breast lesions, namely BI-RADS 3 and 4A [4] . Although the former one often indicates the need for a 6-month follow-up visit, anxiety related to uncertainty usually leads to biopsy. It is well known how the biopsy procedure afflict the patients psychologically and even sometimes financially, and in order to lessen these unnecessary costs, better differentiation between benign and malignant pathologies is required [5, 6] . Breast imaging using the dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) had been introduced and has become an important tool in the workup of breast lesions. It is based on studying the enhancement kinetics of a lesion after intravenous injection of contrast agent. The washout curve pattern is believed to be a good predictive for malignancy in which neo-angiogenesis and increased tissue permeability is the underlying mechanism of such a pattern [3] . This technique has subsequently increased MRI sensitivity in cancer detection [7, 8] . However, injection of contrast is contraindicated in some cases like renal impairment, and even if it is injected, this has its drawbacks like allergic reaction, contrast-induced systemic fibrosis, time, and financial cost [9, 10] . For this, new attention is paid to unenhanced MRI (UE-MRI) of the breast using the diffusion-weighted (DW), short tau inversion recovery (STIR), and T2-weighted sequences as an alternative to DCE-MRI.
The aim of this work
It was to evaluate the unenhanced MRI of the breast (UE-MRI) as an effective substitute for dynamic contrast-enhanced breast MRI (DCE-MRI) in both detecting and characterizing breast lesions.
Methods

Patients
We retrospectively enrolled 125 females with breast mass lesions of variable pathologies detected at MRI breast exams, during the period from January 2016 to December 2016. Eighteen patients had underwent unilateral mastectomy. All the included scans were of a mass lesion that was either histopathologically proven or had a negative follow-up MRI scan that had been 2 years later done at our center. Patients who had non-mass lesions were excluded from this study. Patients who had recently-prior to MRI scan-underwent biopsy or on chemotherapy were also excluded due to possible alteration of lesional morphology. The local Ethics Committee had approved this retrospective study, and patients' consents were waived due to its retrospective nature.
Breast MRI technique
All MRI examinations were performed using 1.5 Tesla Achieva (Philips Medical Systems, Edinburgh, the Netherlands). All patients were examined in the prone position using breast array coil. Our institutional routine breast MRI protocol was conducted without modification. A survey sequence was followed by axial T1 and T2WI fast spin-echo (FSE) sequence, axial and sagittal STIR fat suppressed images, and single-shot echo-planar DW imaging for both breasts prior to contrast administration in order to avoid signal alteration by the injected gadolinium. Tri-directional diffusion gradients were used with b values 0, 400, and 800 s/mm 2 to increase sensitivity to cellular packing; respiratory triggering was used for better resolution. Number of excitations was 2, matrix 256 × 256, field of view 34 cm, slice thickness 3 mm, and gap 0. Lastly, dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) sequence was performed in order to avoid possible alteration of the T2 SI or apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values. Axial and sagittal post-contrast T1WI fat-suppressed images were obtained after a bolus of gadopentetate dimeglumine was injected (at a dose of 0.1 mmol per kilogram of body weight and a rate of 2 mL/s), followed by 20 mL saline flush. One acquisition was performed prior to contrast administration, and three acquisitions were performed over a period of 6 min after intravenous contrast material injection. At Easy Vision, Philips Medical Systems workstation, ADC values were measured. The ADC values for the different b values (0, 400, and 800 s/mm 2 ) were obtained by placing four regions of interest (ROIs) on the ADC map in the area with pathological enhancement. The (ROI) area was between 1 and 2 cm 2 , and the final ADC value was the average of the four measured values for each b value. Time intensity curves were generated by drawing region of interest (ROI) at the area of maximum higher visual enhancement, and meticulous care was taken to include the solid portion of the lesion and to avoid any central cystic regions. The kinetic curves of the DCE sequence were generated and were categorized into three pattern types (persistent, plateau, and washout pattern) [3] .
MRI exams interpretation
Each breast MRI exam was divided into two sections: UE-MRI images (including STIR, T2, and DWIs) and DCE-MRI images. Two consultant radiologists in women (breast) imaging blindly interpreted both sections separately with 1-month interval. Each time, they were asked to detect and characterize breast lesions each time. They had assessed the UE-MRI scans and had to describe how much easily the lesion was visible, to categorize the lesion in terms of BI-RADS classification according to its morphology using the T2WI and STIR images (with special emphasis on lesion margin as well its signal intensity in relation to the surrounding glandular tissues), and to inspect DWI for hyperintense lesions and-as reviewed in the literature [11] -lesions with ADC values less than 1.3 × 10 − 3 mm 2 /s which were considered suspicious for malignancy. They also had to study the DCE-MRI scans and to evaluate the dynamic enhancement features of the mass lesion. Afterwards, we compared their results with the final reference diagnoses supplied by the histopathology of breast lesions or serial negative follow-ups accordingly. 
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed by using software (SPSS, version 20.0; SPSS, Chicago). Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and diagnostic accuracy for UE-MRI and DCE-MRI were calculated. Intra-and interobserver agreement was assessed. UE-MRI results were also compared with DCE-MRI.
Results
Our study included 125 females, 18 of them had unilateral mastectomy (232 breast scans). Their age ranged from 23 to 68 years (average 42 years). According to the reference standard (lesion histopathology or negative serial 2 years follow-ups), 115 lesions were proved to be malignant and 68 were benign, while 49 breasts had no lesions. Studying the MRI images, no abnormalities were depicted in either the UE-MRI or DCE-MRI in the 49 scans. These were confirmed to be normal in their follow-up examination. On the other hand, 183 of the encountered scans revealed breast lesions which were subjected to further categorization radiologically into either malignant or benign. Table 1 sums up the results.
Comparing the lesion visibility in DWI and DCE-MRI, the subtly visible lesions were 5% in the UE scan and 2% in DCE scans. Table 2 shows the distribution of these lesions. Studying lesion border in the T2WI revealed 78% of malignant lesions (90 out of 115) had irregular margins. This was also noted in 25% of benign lesions (17 out of 68) ( Table 3 ). In T2WI, the most malignant lesions (96%) (110 out of 115) displayed hypointense signal intensity; oppositely, most of benign lesions (94%) (64 out of 68) were hyperintense (Table 3) . Regarding ADC values, benign lesions had significantly higher values than the malignant ones. The average ADC values were 1.59 ± 0.35 × 10 −3 (SD) mm 2 /s in benign lesions and 1.01 ± 0.31 (SD) × 10 −3 mm 2 /s in malignant ones.
After reviewing the UE-MRI, the observers reported that 132 lesions (72%) by the first observer and 133 (73%) by the second one (out of 183) were suspected for malignancy due to ill-defined outlines, high SI in T2, STIR, and DW images, and low ADC value. However, comparing these with the reference diagnoses, 23 (13%) and 25 (14%) lesions of them respectively were confirmed to be benign rather than malignant. Hence, 109 (60%) and 108 (59%) were the true positive for the observers respectively, while 23 and 25 were their falsepositive results. Moreover, 51 lesions (28%) by the first observer and 50 lesions (27%) by the second observer (out of the 183) were reported as benign ones, yet 6 (3%) and 7 (4%) of those respectively were proved histopathologically to be malignant and so counted as the false negatives of the UE-MRI. The calculated UE-MRI sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and diagnostic accuracy for the first observer were as follows respectively: 95%, 80%, 83%, 94%, and 89%. Similarly, for the second observer, they were 94%, 79%, 81%, 93%, and 86% respectively.
Later on, by reviewing the DCE-MRI, lesions showed mass enhancement, and their kinetics was studied. Each consultant separately decided that 134 lesions (out of 183) were considered as malignant lesions, yet, 21 and 22 lesions of those were established to be of benign nature (i.e., 113 and 112 were the true positive of the observers, while 21 and 22 were their false positives). Furthermore, 49 lesions (out of the 183) were reported by each radiologist as benign lesions, yet 2 and 3 of those were proved by biopsy to be malignant and so counted as the false negatives of the DCE-MRI for each observer. The calculated DCE-MRI sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive 
Discussion
MRI is a well-established modality in breast imaging; moreover, at present, the DCE-MRI is considered the gold standard technique in patients with breast lesions, with a reported sensitivity of 95-99% in detecting invasive cancer and of 80% in detecting ductal carcinoma in situ. It allows lesions assessment morphologically as well as semi-quantitatively by the enhancement kinetics [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . So, absence of the peculiar features of malignancy in the enhanced sequence may alleviate the need of unnecessary breast biopsy [18] . However, the DCE-MRI can be time consuming, costly, or unavailable, plus in some inevitable circumstances, contrast administration can be a concern, undesired, or even contraindicated [10, 19] . Hence, with the evolution of new sequences like DWI, initiatives in setting up new protocols, alternative to DCE-MRI, has emerged. One of these protocols is the integration of DWI with T2WI and STIR images; this way, morphological information provided by the high spatial resolution of the T2WI is incorporated with the functional data offered by DWI.
Our study aimed to evaluate the role of UE-MRI of the breast in detecting and characterizing breast lesions compared to DCE-MRI of the same breast lesions. We found out that UE-MRI has close results to DCE-MRI with strong interobserver agreement in lesion characterization.
Although all lesions were depicted in both of DCE-MRI and UE-MRI in our study, we noted that the former revealed the lesions slightly more readily and confidently than the UE-MRI. Additionally, we found that the subtly visible lesions in DWI were more of benign nature than being malignant, and this could be assigned to the fact that most malignant pathologies caused diffusion restriction and so were relatively easily spotted than the isointense to hypointense benign ones. Other reasons for this could be field in-homogeneity or small and non-mass lesions. However, careful inspection for associated abnormalities like skin changes and lymphadenopathies, plus reviewing the other UE-MRI images (STIR sequence in particular) side by side the DWI, assisted in raising the overall confidence about lesion localization and overcame the possibility of the lesion being overlooked in DWI. Some studies had also reported that DWI had a relatively reduced diagnostic performance in lesions measuring 1 cm or less leading to more false-negative results [20] .
For lesion characterization using the ADC values, although we found some overlapping between benign and malignant lesions, the mean average of the benign ones was significantly higher than malignant ones, and thus adding this parameter was profitable in increasing the diagnostic accuracy of UE-MRI in our study. Different studies had set different cutoff ADC values depending on their scanning parameters; nevertheless, a cutoff value of 1.30 × 10 − 3 mm 2 /s for ADC had yielded 89.1% sensitivity and 100% specificity for the differentiation between benign and malignant lesions [8] . Some studies had questioned the value of DWI and ADC and discovered that it is a beneficial tool in lesion characterization and even in treatment monitoring and planning. ADC values showed strong correlation with lesion histology being notably lower in malignant lesions; also, the highest values were recorded in human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER2)-enriched tumors, while low ADC had suggested progesterone receptor (PR) negativity [11, 21] . Additionally, we found that lesion signal intensity in T2WI was a helpful indicative of its nature, as most of malignant lesions were hypointense in T2WI, opposing most benign lesions which displayed high signal intensity. However, if the malignant lesion had cystic necrosis, hemorrhagic changes, fatty component, mucinous, myxoid, or edematous stroma, it could display high T2 signal intensity mimicking benign pathologies [22] . Moreover, if a benign lesion was abundant with fibrosis or inflammatory changes, e.g., fibrocystic changes, epithelial hyperplasia, granulomatous inflammations, papilloma, fibroadenoma, and sclerosing adenosis, it might exhibit T2 hypointensity and low ADC values simulating radiologically the malignant lesion [23] . Special attention should also be paid to the suppressed lesions in STIR sequence, knowing this sequence is not fat selective and the signal suppression counts on T1 relaxation of tissue. Subsequently, differentiating hemorrhagic versus fatty lesions on STIR images solely could be problematic [24] . Our study also confirmed the established malignancy features namely the ill-defined borders. Yet, counting solely on this manifestation could be misleading, as there was overlapping between benign and malignant lesions, i.e., 25% of benign lesions had illdefined margins while 22% of pathologically proven malignant lesions had well-defined margin radiologically ( Figs. 4 and 5 ). It had also been concluded by others that this sign was statistically significant but still unreliable in differentiating between benign and malignant pathologies [25] .
Our results were concordant with multiple studies. Belli et al. [20] had evaluated the DWI and STIR in comparison to lesion histopathology by two observers. For rater 1, STIR and DWI specificity was 99.3% and 95.7%; for rater 2, it was 99.3% and 96.4%. STIR and DWI sensitivity was 76.5% and 76.5% for rater 1, and 77.5% and 77.6% for rater 2. They had reported that UE-MRI had overall good diagnostic performance especially with lesions ≥ 1 cm in size, regardless its location with very good interobserver agreement for STIR and DWI. They concluded that UE-MRI can be employed where contrast injection is contraindicated. Another similar study was done by Telegrafo et al. [26] . They compared the UE-MRI-including the T2, STIR WI, and DWI with background body signal suppression (DWIBS)-with the DCE-MRI and the histological findings. They reported that breast UE-MRI is an effective alternative tool to CE-MRI to evaluate breast lesions with no statistically significant difference between them. They also mentioned that STIR and DWIBS were beneficial in lesion detection while T2WI and ADC values in lesion characterization. Their calculated sensitivity, specificity, diagnostic accuracy, and PPV and NPV values for the UE-MRI was 94%, 79%, 86%, 79%, and 94%, respectively; for DCE-MRI, it was 98%, 83%, 90%, 84%, and 98%, respectively. In another research, Kul et al. [27] found that UE-MRI (combining T2 and DWI)-instead of immediate biopsy-may lower the negative biopsy rates in low-risk breast masses (namely B-RADS 3 and 4A). They reviewed UE-MRI images and categorized the lesions into benign and malignant then compared that into the histology results. They found out that UE-MRI had 91% specificity and 99% NPV for detection of breast cancer. A further research was carried out by Baltzer et al. [25] . Two observers assessed the UE-MRI diagnostic performance in comparison to DCE-MRI. It was revealed that there was no significant difference between the two methods and observers. They also found that lesion visibility was less in UE-MRI resulting in more false results, but lesion size measurement was very close in all sequences. Trimboli et al. [28] also evaluated the combined STIR, T2WI, and DWI sequences in comparison to pathology and negative follow-up by two blinded radiologists. They deduced that UE-MRI protocol had sensitivity and specificity of 76-78% and 90% in cancer detection respectively with nearly matched interreader agreement. Furthermore, Moschetta et al. [29] reported that T2WI and STIR sequences can be a valid tool for spotting occult inflammatory breast cancer. In comparison to biopsies results, these sequences' calculated sensitivity, specificity, diagnostic accuracy, and PPV and NPV values was 86%, 100%, 96%, 100%, and 94%. Fig. 5 In the left breast, a lobulated mass lesion of spiculated margin was noted. It exhibited intermediated SI in T2WI (a), high in STIR (b), and restricted in DWI (c). The ADC value was 0.7 × 10 −3 mm 2 /s. Intense enhancement was noted in post-contrast scan (d) and the kinetics curve was of type 3. This was agreeing with biopsy result which asserted it was lobular carcinoma
The limitation of our study is that the malignant encountered lesions were nearly double the benign ones. This could be attributed to our inclusive criteria, by which we were adherent; the included lesions must have their histopathology results available. Since evidently benign lesions would not be biopsied, subsequently fewer benign ones had been included.
Conclusion
UE-MRI of the breast can be a valid, reliable, and effective substitute for breast DCE-MRI. It can be used with comparable accuracy to DCE-MRI whenever contrast administration is not feasible or contraindicated. 
